KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB17

LOCUS 000

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

TOP soil/modern

BEG. LEVEL(S)

4US. 57/4US. 31

END LEVEL(S)

4US. 42/4US. 14

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

OVER LOCUS (ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 007, 009

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 41.8 FINE 109 UNID 3.00 kg *not all units had weights*

LDN modern

SPAN/CONDITION

Iron - modern

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELM. MOULDMADE VILIT _____ ROMAN ______

3. COINS 005: 1937 mandake, palstini 10mil coin #13, kaous

4. FANALAES - bone10

5. OTHERS:

Glass handle #3

004: iron nail, #4, glass frags #5, 006 metal frag #12

002: glass frags #1, astragalus #2#

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Topsoil
KEDESHT LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 17

LOCUS 001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall on ☐ side of NE quadrant of CB 17

BEG. LEVEL(S) High 465.39 Low 464.56

END LEVEL(S) N/A

UNDER LOCUS (ES) N/A

QUERY LOCUS(ES) N/A

UNITS IN LOCUS: No units

FINDS: NONE

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 504.27 FINE 178.04 UNID.

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD  HELL. MOULDMAD  ROMAN

3. COINS

4. ANIMAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/Float

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

☑ wall. Bound to ☐ wall. Robbed. ☐SE corner. Plaster from plaster  
sherd floor runs up the face all the way across. Found deeply ( )
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 1.7

LOCUS 002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Grave

BEG. LEVEL(S) L165.07 HIGH 165.10

END LEVEL(S) W 164.04 H 164.07

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB 176.1

OVER LOCUS (ES) N/A

UNITS IN LOCUS:
020, 031, 032, 033, 034, 036, 037, 038, 040, 043, 045, 059, 052

075

FINDS:
- Bone x1 #227 031; bone x1 #228, coin bronze #229; K06007 032; bone x1 #230
- Coin bronze #231; bone x1 #232, metal lead weight #233; K06007 033; bone x1 #234
- Bone x1 #235; bone #239 040; bone #242 045; bone x1 #252; bone awi #132; K06007

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 5.95 kg FINE 1.15 g UNID 2.22 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE N/A HELL. MOULDMADE N/A ROMAN N/A

3. COINS Coin bronze #229; K06007 031; bone x1 #228 2.7 g 1.5 cm diam 1

4. FAUNAL Bone x1 #227 032; bone x1 #230 033; bone x1 #237 034; bone x1 #234 043; bone #12; bone #254

5. OTHER Tin bronze metal hook #231 033; metal lead weight (31 kg) #233; K06007

6. MINI Coin bronze - K06007 031; bone awi #132; K06007

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Grave in 0.
Cot Through plaster, l sherid floor
Foundation trench & wall to 0 get separate
locus #5
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7

LOCUS 003

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall running O → O in N part of square (N wall)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.36

END LEVEL(S) 464.02

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17016

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS: No units in this locus

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____HELL. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

O wall. Bonded to O wall but robbed in NE corner so extent of boundedness to O wall is unknown.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7

LOCUS 004

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Plaster & shard floor

BEG. LEVEL(S) { NW corner: 464.99
NE corner: 464.90
SW corner: 464.72
SE corner: 464.66
Other levels of grave: 464.72
}

END LEVEL(S) { NW corner: 464.62
NE corner: 464.59
SW corner: 464.82
SE corner: 464.67
Other levels of grave: 464.82
}

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB1.019

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB1.019

UNITS IN LOCUS: 079, 080, 081, 082, 083, 084, 085, 086, 087, 088, 108, 110

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 150.05 kg  FINE 275g UNID 2.7  156.00 kg

LDM Early Roman Thin walled ware (1 sherd) the rest of the locus
LDM is Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION

1 frag. 084

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN 081

3. COINS 081: H/705 bronze coin diam 2.1cm wt 0.49g, K06C022

4. FAUNAL 081: bone x 4 #59.4 081; bone x 7 #59.5 imbeded lamp frag #59.3; bone x 16# 59.7

5. OTHER 081: glass bead #59.3; K06D010, most of sandy cookware caserole#0601

6. INV 081: glass bead #59.8, K06D010 091: H/705 bronze coin Antiicus III (II); K06C022

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Plaster floor & sherd matrix/aggregate.

Slopes from NW to SE (464.99-464.64)

Built on top of a very nice stabe subfloor.

Cut through in NE by grave 01/10.

Missing in SE corner. More torn up in SE Than in NW.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: S81.7

LOCUS: 004.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): F11

BEG. LEVEL(s): 464.4/464.58

END LEVEL(s): 464.5/464.48

UNDER LOCUS(es): S817004

OVER LOCUS(es): S817008

UNITS IN LOCUS:

S83, S97, 111

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 4 kg
   FINE: 1 kg
   UNF VRE
   UNF UND

   LDM: "Hellenistic"

   VOL: 140, 240

   610

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS: KO6 (CO91 (?) - Antiochus III

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: 23 pcs

6. IND.

   ACCO casseole KO6P

   Glass bead KO6B001

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/Float

   NW

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVaTion, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

0.1 under plaster & sherd floor &

while subfloor (taken together as one)

since there was no distinguishing
b/t the two in terms of stratigraphy.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7

LOCUS 005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) 5 wall in NE quadrant

BEG. LEVEL(S)  

END LEVEL(S)  

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17011

OVER LOCUS(ES) N/A

UNITS IN LOCUS: NO UNITS

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.  FINE  UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELL. MOULDMADE  ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IRU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

5 wall. Bonded = 2 & 3 walls. Robbed pretty much all the way across (a few of the higher stones left). Robbed most deeply in 2. Plaster from plaster & shard floor runs up the face except in 3 where there is no floor.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 1.7
LOCUS 006

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) (E) wall in NE quadrant

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.21
END LEVEL(S) 464.14

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17021/CB17007
OVER LOCUS(ES) CBA 6/4

UNITS IN LOCUS: no units in this locus

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE _____ HELD. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

(E) wall. Bonded @ (E) wall, bonding
at (E) wall unclear. Founded deeply
(at least — we never found the bottom). Robbed very deeply (to 464.14).
Plaster at shed floor does not touch it.
Not robbed @ (E) end.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C B 1.7 LOCUS 007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Crushed limestone floor section on top of robbed section of C wall (NE quadrant)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.38 END LEVEL(S) 469.14

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17021 CB17007

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB17006

UNITS IN LOCUS: 081

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 700G FINE 0 UNID 20G

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 031 - bone frags # 672

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Small section of crushed limestone surface on top of robbed C wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7

LOCUS 008

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, ETC.) Floor under plaster & sherd floor (Tabun phase)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 44.59
END LEVEL(S) 464.49

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 004
OVER LOCUS(ES) CB1709

UNITS IN LOCUS: 085, 086, 087, 097, 098, 099, 100, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 121

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 30.00 kg
FINE 5.09 g
UNID 24.91 kg

LDM Early Roman (1st CE) cookpot body sherd (all LDM are Hell)

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN folded 086 - rim frag

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 026: 83.1g #671 088: 204.5g #678 097: #738 - bone frag (11u frags)

5. OTHER 099 - bone 63.8g #739 17 frags

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

NEXT floor below plaster - # - sherd floor. El cookpot sherd in contamination from sediment activity that was visible. Tabuns found in # & # with plaster/crushed limestone running up against them. The rest of the floor was extremely patchy.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 1.7
LOCUS 009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) fill below CB 17008

BEG. LEVEL (S) "SOUTH": 464.28 "NORTH": 464.33
END LEVEL (S) 464.02

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB 17008
OVER LOCUS (ES) N/A

UNITS IN LOCUS:
089, 101, 102A, 102B, 104, 106, 107, 119, 120, 121, 127, 128

FINDS:
72.10 kg
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 60.95 kg FINE 205 UNID 8147.85 kg

LOM Early Hell (3rd BCE)

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN folded 1021 frag.

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 192; bone 25 frags #674 101: 31 frags #736, log #744 102A: bone 25 frags 49.73 kg #773

LOM 58 frags 104: 2 bone frags #89, 106: 64 frags #726 107: 36 frags #89, log #778

5. OTHER 36: 2 frags of metal (fibula clasps frag & bent rod #89) 102L: metal bronze 260.3 kg #787

6. INU. AEKO 1 mud (4 frags) #1188 104: 105, local fine rim joins to frags in 125

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Fill below 2nd floor. Same matrix goes all the way to founding levels of 8 & 9 walls.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: C01.7

LOCUS: 010

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Crushed limestone surface of the two - 464.92

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.92

END LEVEL(S) 464.19

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C017016

OVER LOCUS (ES) C017015

UNITS IN LOCUS: 070

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 350g FINE 20g UNIQ 80g

LDM BSP fish plate frag

SPAN/CONDITION Persain - Hell

2. LAMPS: WHELM ade HEL Mouldmade ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 070: 2 frags incl. suckling pig #521

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Higher up 2 small pieces of crushed limestone floor found above the courtyard, @ of the @ wall, @ elev. 464.92. Just 2 small patches of surface.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB 17
LOCUS: O11

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
Byz - Crusader activity above

BEG. LEVEL(S): L65.22
END LEVEL(S): high pt of wall L64.40; loc point L64.63
OVER LOCUS(ES): L64.65

UNDER LOCUS (ES):

UNITS IN LOCUS:
018, 019, 024, 026, 035, 039, 041, 042, 063, 067, 068, 071, 078

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 21.4 kg; FINE 2709; UNID. 3.73 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ___; HELD, MOULDMADE ___; ROMAN ___

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL: bone 30g #126 019, bone 98.3g #127 024; bone 18 frags #131 024; bone 101.7g #128 035; bone 111g #235 038; bone 1370g 251 041; bone 92g #253 047; bone 160g #250 048; bone 230g #254 049; bone 430g #255

5. OTHER: iron nail #184, 026; iron fragment #140, 024; molded glass #180 024; iron nail #184, 026; 23 parts molded plaster #140, 024; faience bowl #184, 024

6. INU:
024: molded glass #180, 026

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS E OVER/UNDER/T Touching/Bonding WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Fill above #5 wall. Lots of rubble comes down n Byz sherd directly on top of #5 wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CH17

LOCUS 012

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Tabun

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.50

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17004#

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB17019

END LEVEL(S) 464.96

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB17012.1

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 110g FINE UNID - no weight for unit 094

LDM qamla/Judean style cookpot - rim & handle Late. Hell

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Pie of Tabun wall in @.
Wall was cut by qamla digging to @
& destroyed with the laying of the plaster &
sherd floor above.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7

LOCUS 012.0

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Taken

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.50

END LEVEL(S) 464.46

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17004

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB17012.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB17019

095

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._____ FINE_______ UNFD

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

0.0 in tabon CB17012
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB 1.7
LOCUS: 012.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Tabun

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.46
END LEVEL(S) 464.36

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB 17012.0
OVER LOCUS(ES) CB 17008

UNITS IN LOCUS:
096

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL, MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

0.1 under tabun

CB 17012

Unit sheet missing since move to Jerusalem. Ass't. supervisor doesn't know what happened.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA_CA17                      LOCUS_813

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Crushed limestone surface in SE corner of room (in mushroom)

BEG. LEVEL(S)                   END LEVEL(S)
4164.66                          4164.13
UNDER LOCUS (ES)                OVER LOCUS (ES)
CA/7019                          CA/7009

UNITS IN LOCUS:
163 105

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.     810g FINE @ Iskorund 4100g

LDM burnt local fire rim

SPAN/CONDITION
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ______ HELL. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN ______ folded

3. COINS

4. Faunal 103: bone 1 frag 2.3g #775

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS I.E. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Crushed limestone surface in SE of room, against SE wall. Does not bend to wall, it is only surface found @ level of plaster & sherd floor in SE corner. Is missing plaster & sherd floor in SE.
**KEDESH LOCUS SHEET**

**AREA:** C817  
**LOCUS:** 014

**TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):** Islamic disturbance  
**END LEVEL(S):** LH24.72  
**OVER LOCUS(ES):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEG. LEVEL(S)</th>
<th>END LEVEL(S)</th>
<th>OVER LOCUS(ES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4164.96</td>
<td>LH24.72</td>
<td>C817</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNITS IN LOCUS:**

- 026  
- 065  
- 069

**FINDS:**

1. **POTTERY:** TOTAL WT. 2.28 kg  
   FINE 85%  
   UNID 300g

**LDM** Late Byz/Islamic cook pot handle

**SPAN/CONDITION:**  
Persian - Islamic

2. **LAMPS:** WHEELMADE  
   HELL. MOULDMADE  
   ROMAN

3. **COINS**

4. **FAUNAL:**
   - Bone 026
   - Bone 126
   - Bone 109.05
   - Bone 4108

5. **OTHER**

6. **INV.**

7. **SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT**

**LOCUS DESCRIPTION:** INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

- 3 units small units of soil 06 of 01 wall @ very edge of square (coming down on top of the courtyard floor) with Islamic LDM in lowest unit
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA O

LOCUS 015

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Plaster/crushed limestone floor on top of courtyard cobbles

BEG. LEVEL(S) 0

END LEVEL(S) 1464.79/464.77

OVER LOCUS(ES) 0

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 0

UNITS IN LOCUS: NO UNITS

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0 FINE 0 UNID 0

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 0 HELL, MOULDMADE 0 ROMAN 0

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Lower 1/2 crushed limestone surfaces 0 of 0 wall on top of courtyard floor.

Just one small patch of the surface.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB 1.7

LOCUS: 016

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Distribution/activity after burial (Islamic - modern)

BEGIN LEVEL(S):
405.42

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
CB/7000

END LEVEL(S):
415.09

OVER LOCUS (ES):
CA/7014, CB/7010, CB/7005, CB/7002, CB/7017

UNITS IN LOCUS:
009, 009, 010, 011, 021, 022, 023, 025, 025, 029, 048

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 47.10Kg FINE 29.09 UNID 8.41 Kg

   LDM: 1 Islamic glazed sherd

   SPAN/CONDITION:

   1 frag

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELM, MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN  ______

3. COINS

4. FURNACE 007-bone tool # 284/KOUBI 006-bone # 34 007-bone # 33 010-bone # 51 all bone 012-bone # 34 032-bone # 19 041:24 19 032-bone # 1 022:bone # 1 012:bone # 2 9 14:

5. OTHERS:

   glass # 35 007:glass # 35 obsidian flake # 285

6. INU:

   Portion of juglets-hanging Hnel inv-KOUBI 011:amphoriskos # 114:KOUBI 005

   (2) Psf: juglets KOUBI 032, KOUBI 033

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION:

INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/ OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Rubble layer from level of bottom of grave covered to top of extant wall. Covers entire square.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA:  CB 1.7
LOCUS:  O17

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Foundation trench for grave

BEG. LEVEL(S):  464.82
END LEVEL(S):  464.09

UNDER LOCUS (ES):  0817016
OVER LOCUS(ES):  N/A

UNITS IN LOCUS:  051, 053, 054

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 9.77 Kg  FINE 409  UNID 4.16  Kg

LDL

SPAN/CONDITION
BZG

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELM. MOULDMADE  ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL 053: bone 94.5G #364  054: bone 178.4G #390

5. OTHER 053: glass #305; KO6G003, iron nails #363

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Foundation trench for grave CB17002. Cut through plaster & shed floor.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB17.7

LOCUS 018

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) 0 wall of grave

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.07

END LEVEL(S) 464.07

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17016

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB17018.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:

N/A

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____  FINE _____ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____  HELL. MOULDMADE _____  ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

0 wall of grave CB17002. Built of very large (50-200 lb) stones 1 course wide at 4 courses deep in foundation trench CB17017. Does not touch any other walls.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILM ETC.) wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.11/464.10
UNDER LOCUS (ES) 664.11/464.10
END LEVEL(S) 464.10/464.05
OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
063A

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.55kg FINE 2.05g UNID 1.05kg

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL, MOULDMADE____ ROMAN____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

0.1 under stones of 0 wall of

grave CB17002
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA_CB 1.7
LOCUS 019

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Soil directly on top of plaster & shed floor

BEG. LEVEL(S) 444.94/444.95
UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB 7016
END LEVEL(S) 444.61/444.65
OVER LOCUS(ES) 08/7020/013/012.0/004

UNITS IN LOCUS: 0.49
044, 046, 047, 055, 056, 057, 058, 059, 060, 061

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 13.323kg FINE UNID 1.74kg

LDM Hellinithc

SPAN/CONDITION Persian - Hell

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS: 044: Bronze coin 1.75cm diameter, 5.59g #202, INV. K06009

4. FAUNAL: 044: Bone 212g, ovina bone 105g, #322, 041: Bone 84.2g #349, 049: Bone 123.5g
055: Bone 142.8g, #391, 057: Bone 94.2g #451, SW bone 123.4g #452, 059: Bone #453

5. OTHER: 044: 33 Toppers 044: Architectural frag. #348

6. INV. 055: Astragalus 654, INV. K06B1012

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT 044: Float Sample #514

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PREZERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi E.G. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Soil directly on top of plaster & shed floor. Given its own locus b/c all the soil has a Hell LDM & only a few have Persian in them. Dog in many units b/c of soil change in area of missing plaster & shed floor but pieces in missing floor area in (two loci) and with pieces from other units.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB 1.7

Locus: 020

Type (Wall, Floor, Fill etc.): Soil in missing plaster & sherd floor area (SE corner)

Begin Level(s): 4164.71 | 4164.61

End Level(s): 4164.40

Under Locus (ES): 002, 074, 076, 009, 082, 084

Over Locus (ES):

Units in Locus:

Finds:

1. Pottery: Total wt. 11.34 Fine 1.80g UNID 1.516 kg

LDM: Hellenistic cookware, local fine

Span/Condition:

2. Lamps: Wheelmade Hellen. Moldmade Roman

3. Coins

4. Faunal: 074: 139.2 g #567 082: bone x459g 084: bone x13 #599

5. Other 002: bone 12 frags #452 074: 7 frags 27.1 g #540, lithic chert sickle blade #640 K065017

6. Inv.

7. Sediment Analysis/Float

Locus Description: Include 1. Physical Description, Preservation, Extent 2. Relation to Other Loci IE Over/Under/Touching/Bonding With Other Floors/Fills/Walls etc. Use Other Side of Sheet if Necessary.

Soil in (SE) corner of room where plaster & sherd floor is missing.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7

LOCUS 021

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

Fill on top of © wall

BEG. LEVEL(S)

L164.98/L164.94

END LEVEL(S)

L164.38/L164.13

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CB/7016

OVER LOCUS(ES)

CB/7006

UNITS IN LOCUS:

015, 016, 027, 044, 066, 072, 073, 077

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 21.85g FINE 17.9g UNID 4.3 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

Bone 8 x 8 105 015: bone x 8 116.8 027: bone x 11 fragments 11.85 114: bone 117.75 1401

5. OTHER:


6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Fill on top of © wall. Rabbite to a

very low level.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 1.7
LOCUS 022

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Soil,etc. on top of plaster floor in CB 1.6 NW (Adelles' square)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 444.03
END LEVEL(S) 444.82

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
017

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2kg FINE 100g UNID 100g
LDM mold made bowl 2nd BCE

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL BONE X#1017

5. OTHER LSP mold made bowl #160, K6/P010, PSF jar frags tracking #112, K6/P013

6. INU. See above

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS E.G. OVER/UNDER/Touching/Bonding WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Soil below rubble on top of plaster floor in extreme NW corner of our square.
Floor continues to NE into CB 1.6 NW and goes up the NE face of our SW wall.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.7

LOCUS 023

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Floor in Adellis' square

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.82

END LEVEL(S) 464.82

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB17022

OVER LOCUS(ES) N/A

UNITS IN LOCUS:

N/A

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Plaster Floor in extreme S/E of my square, runs into Adellis' square (CB 1.6). Plaster from floor runs up the E face of wall CB17006.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C81.7.  LOCUS 024

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)  tanur

BEG. LEVEL(S)  4164.65  top of wall
END LEVEL(S)  top of wall-4164.65
UNDER LOCUS (ES)  bottom-4164.39
OVER LOCUS(ES)  bottom-4164.39

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0.7 KG  FINE SHARDS UNID 0.5 KG
   LDM  Local fine droopy rimmed saucers
   SPAN/CONDITION  Persian - Hell
   2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE___ HELL. MOULDMADE_____ ROMAN___

3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INU.
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCIS IE OVER/UNDER/Touching/Bonding WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Tanur in NW corner of our room, C of grave, under plaster & shed floor, contemporary with (sl run up against by) lower plaster floor CB17008. Dig by Lisa Lisa & the Mankrish Twins (not us)
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1576

LOCUS 02410

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 41H4.64
END LEVEL(S) 41H4.38

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB170041
OVER LOCUS (ES) CB170241

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

2.355kg 16 sherds 1.7

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 258g FINE 16% UNID 0

LDM 9F folded rim lid

SPAN/CONDITION

1 rim-heel

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE—— HELL, MOULDMADE—— ROMAN——

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL bone - 1069

5. OTHER glass rim frag H1070

6. INU.

Glass bead, white H1071, K06 BD011, unguentarium H1073; K06 P072

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

Sample H1074

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

0.0 in tanur CB17024
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB17

LOCUS CB17024

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
1. Under tamar

BEG. LEVEL(S)

END LEVEL(S)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1Kg FINE 0.2Kg UNID. 0.7Kg

LDM local-fine & sandy cws Casserole

SPAN/CONDITION Early Hell

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. local fine rim #1941, K06POS, local fine rim #1195, K00POS1

local fine rim #1196, K00POS2, Casserole rim #1197, K06POS3, Local fine bowl #1198, K06POS4

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT ung neck & rim #1199, K06PO5

local fine rim #1193, K06PO51

local fine base #1189, K06PO56

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IN OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

0.1 under tamar CB17024.